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Abstract— Security is a critical issue in cloud computing.
Despite of tremendous growth in cloud adoption, it is still
prevalent in cloud paradigm. As a result, addressing
security issue is equally important for the industry as well
as academia. Several measures have already been initiated
to strengthen the cloud security. However, contribution is
limited in the form of draft, reports, recommendation and
research article in order to improve the cloud security. This
work is an attempt to discover the various methods
employed by the industry and academia to identify and
bridge the security gaps based on various types of security
threats prevailing in this promising paradigm. Major cloud
security tools with their functionality and employed
methods to secure the cloud have been reviewed.
Contribution of academia has been highlighted and the
gaps thereof have been further discussed.
Keywords— Cloud Security; Security Tools; Major Cloud
Threats; Cloud Security Group.

1. Introduction
According to IDC research, the upcoming decade is set
to be dominated by Social media, Mobile phones, Analytics
and Cloud computing which is widely known as SMAC[1].
In these four paradigms, cloud computing is set to change
the way IT is procured and utilized. Cloud computing is
defined by many experts in this area, for instance [2] has
done the complete listing of cloud definitions from various
experts. However, the one widely popular is suggested by
NIST[3].
Research majors such as Gartner, IDC, and Aberdeen etc.
have predicted huge growth for the cloud paradigm.
Fortunately, cloud paradigm has already surpassed many of
the predicted figures of its growth[32-33]. Realizing this
huge growth potential many cloud vendors small and big
have already emerged and more new vendors are
continuing to emerge[31-33].
Agility, shareability and on demand usage of resources
are some of the significant advantages of cloud computing
[3, 4, 5]. Cloud computing supports wide variety of devices
including desktop, laptop, Smartphones, tablets etc. for
accessing and usage of data. Subscribers can access the
data from anywhere and anytime using these devices. This
ease of usage has also led to the generation of many
challenges related to data security and accessibility. Since,
cloud resources can be subscribed and utilized by any users

irrespective of his expertise in technology domain, as a
result unskilled users using the same device to access the
cloud resources as well as accessing the other internet
activities. All such activities have led to generation of great
risk in cloud resources that is centrally located.
Cloud computing is widely appreciated and adopted by
SME’s which are lacking the upfront investment and
dedicated expert teams for development and maintenance.
Despite of aforementioned positive side, cloud computing
is facing the challenges from various fronts including
security, interoperability, SLA etc. According to various
reports published, security has been cited as the major
threat to cloud computing and acting as key component in
retarding the cloud growth[11-18].

2. Types of Security Controls
Security remained the critical issue from long time;
however security challenges have increased with the
emergence and growth of internet. Whenever, security
breach occurs, it results in certain level of compromise. To
overcome the security vulnerabilities, various measures
that are put in place falls under the following categories: i.
Deterrent ii Preventive iii. Detective iv. Corrective
Deterrent: Deterrent methods make the security harder to
breach. In deterrent method, stringent procedures are put in
place in order to avoid exploiting the security
vulnerabilities. However, deterrent methods do not avoid
the security breach altogether, only minimize it. Various
methods have been employed and acting as deterrent, for
instance, not carrying and inserting the pen drive into the
office’s computer is one of such measures.
Preventive methods: In the preventive method, tools to
prevent the security threat are put in place, anticipating the
various known security attacks may strike the computer or
the network. This method patches the security vulnerability
already known. It prevents any attempt of malware that are
trying to ingress into the system.
Detective methods: Detecting method is confined to
discovering any security breach that has taken place. Once
the attack is detected, control is handed over to the
preventive methods. For any new type of attack, new
method is developed and incorporated into already existing
tools. Therefore, database of attack is continuously grows.
Corrective methods: Once the new software or
application is released, it is not hundred percent safe,
despite of regression testing and development. Many bugs
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pertaining to security issues are detected at later stage. In
order to correct these bugs’ patches are released and these
vulnerabilities are also fixed in next release of the software.
2.1 Security Measures for Cloud Security
Understanding the gravity of security threats, various
measures have already been initiated in order to overcome
the security challenges. Each of them is attempting to
address or mitigate or avoid the security threats in their
own way. However, we are highlighting the security
guidelines based on prominent security groups, industry
and academia.
2.2

Security Groups and Security Measures

Security groups such as NIST, ENISA, CSA has been
formed to identify the security threats in cloud domain and
suggest measures to prevent security threat. Out of these
groups, CSA is entirely dedicated to cloud security whereas,
ENISA, & NIST are focusing in other paradigm of IT as
well, in addition to the cloud computing. NIST has
published various reports to strengthen the cloud security.
To meet the security threats and these reports are widely
accepted and referred by the industry and academia.To
meet the regulatory compliance, cloud matrix model is
suggested by Gartner. This document is offering
comprehensive guidance to learn the various security
threats and regulatory compliance applicable to a specific
model and measures to be initiated in order to overcome
the specified security threat. Similarly ENISA has
published various documents related to security. These
documents are widely popular in cloud security domain and
referred to learn the security threat.
Cloud security alliance (CSA) is the dedicated group that
deals with the cloud security. Unlike other security groups,
it is not dealing with other IT issues, instead completely
dedicated for cloud security. CSA has published various
documents pertaining to cloud security, among them [7-8]
are widely popular and can be accessed from CSA website.
In addition, CSA is also organizing various workshops and
conferences to spread the awareness related to cloud
security.Various standards and bodies discussed so far are
general in nature; as a result they are not meeting the cloud
security in depth. A new model with the nomenclature of
FedRAMP has been designed to meet the cloud specific
issues such as no control of data, location of database,
physical security of cloud resources. FedRamp is gaining a
lot of popularity in cloud domain and emerging as a
prominent standard for cloud security.
2.3

Academia

Several institution and University are focusing on cloud
security. Accordingly, several papers in academia are

focused on exploring the security issues in cloud paradigm.
Once we review these works, we figure out that majority of
Elsevier publications remained restricted to review article
only. If we review the IEEE and Springer, we have figure
out that the major work in these journals remain
concentrated to encryption methods for the improvement of
security during data transmission.
Virtualization security is the other area where IEEE
papers remained concentrated. For instance [35, 36] are
highlighting the virtualization security due to the VLAN
network and mapping of VLAN network to the physical
resources. Issues related to mapping with the physical
resources were also extensively covered.
Study on virtualization security is carried out to identify the
security vulnerabilities. They have carried out the cross
channel attack, and demonstrated that how a logically
separated compartment can easily be accessed with the help
of hook and data of other users can easily be accessed or
damaged.

3. Industry based solutions for cloud security
Identifying the tremendous business opportunity in cloud
security domain, industry is offering wide variety of
solutions to meet the security requirement. These solutions
can be categorized as described as follows:
 End to end solution
 Server side solution
 Storage solution
Gravity of cloud threat can be determined by reviewing
that to avert the risk, either users are not subscribing to the
cloud or have deferred switching to the cloud paradigm.
Many of them are not subscribing in cases where sensitive
information is involved.
Major solutions offered by the industry have been
discussed hereunder.
Thales e-security Solution: This is offering wide range of
security solutions. All these solutions offered are relying on
cryptography to protect the data in shared environment.
According to Thales e-security solution, cryptography is
old and existing from many years. At the same time proved
to be promising relative to the other methods. It can be well
applied in the paradigm like cloud that is in the early phase
of its evolution. Various solutions offered by Thales esecurity are controlling fraud and protecting intellectual
property, Data breach notification, trust and identity
management.
Cipherworld: Cipherworld is well known organization
dealing with the cloud security threat. Cipherworld
solutions are primarily driven by internal threat,
correspondingly, have suggested tokenization as the
method for securing the data. Application of tokenization
transform the legitimate text into non-legitimate text,
thereby safeguards the data from internal threat.
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Tokenization method has been proved to be better method
for securing the data relative to the encryption method.
VMware: VMware the leading virtualization solution
provider is offering cloud solutions pertaining to
virtualization technology. According to VMware,
organizations are using the legacy based security tool to
secure the cloud, whereas cloud is utilizing the
virtualization in great deal. In order to meet the
virtualization security need, VMware is offering vCloud
and vRealize. Cloud secured in this way is compliant ready
cloud; correspondingly, various reports pertaining to
compliance can easily be generated.

4. Conclusion
Cloud security is a critical issue and retarding the
exponential rate of cloud growth. Various solutions are
already suggested by the academia, industry, and security
groups to deal with the security threat. However, measures
initiated are not enough and additional methods need to be
employed to further strengthen the cloud security and
compliances. This will be possible only by undergoing the
current solution offered by academia and industry. Solution
developed after reviewing the current development and
identifying the gaps in them will be much more efficient
and effective. On one hand these measures will further able
to restore the users trust in cloud computing on the other
hand will further boost the cloud growth.
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